


<p>
 That's actually really interesting. After my active duty I plan on 
either creating a Paramilitary or doing PMC work as well. I've 
considered the French Foreign Legion if I'm still up for it in the 
end. Why did you pick Reserves? Have you picked up rank 
quickly? I hear Reservists get promoted fast. Whats your 
current rank?
 </p>

<p>
 Haha congrats Lance Coolie. Have you considered Academi 
(Blackwater)? I'm not too sure what they're up to these days but 
that's typically what most guys go for. Honestly the volatile 
conflicts these days seem too boring for me. I was considering 
Ukraine or Syria but both wars are bullshit. Nothing really worth 
backing over there.
 </p>

<p>
 What branch were you in?
 </p>

<p>
 I'm a Poolee for the Marine Corps. I ship soon. Good to have 
more ex-Mil on here. Military experience is a necessity in my 
opinion.
 </p>
 
 <p>
 How many years did you do? MOS?
 </p>



<p>
 Hell yeah. A Poolee is somebody in the DEP who is officially 
enlisted. We run PT and Drills and shit while we wait to get 
shipped out. Definitely something I'm looking forward too.
 </p>
 
 <p>
 Sucks that you're down South a bit. I'm in the Northeast. 
IronMarch is good to network with people in your area. I've met 
up with a lot of good dudes. Just be careful - Try to get a good 
idea of what people are like before you actually meet them. It 
could be a total letdown sometimes.
 </p>
 
 <p>
 There are a few Vets on IronMarch as well so if you lurk around 
you might find them. Make sure to start reading more of the 
content and guidelines and you'll fit right in. Don't ever 
compromise. Hooyah my friend.
 </p>
<p>
 I'm actually enlisted in the Marine Corps myself. I ship out in 
the summer. I honestly think now is the best time to join before 
it gets <em>really</em> shitty. Its still the whitest branch, and 
trains men thoroughly unlike the other branches. I doubt we're 
gonna see another ground war within the next 5-10 years, but I 
could be wrong. Only 3% of the fleet is currently deployed.
 </p>

<p>
 Its 0300 (Infantry) until I go to ITB. I still need to graduate boot 
first. And I'm 4 years Active Duty. There are a lot of Ex-military 
guys on this site, and most of them agree that the experience 
will really help the struggle in the long run.
 </p>

<p>
 Whats going on brother? What borough of Jew York do you 
live in?
 </p>

<p>
 Where at in North Jersey? I live near Summit.
 </p>



<p>
 No way. I've actually been trying to relay with some people 
around us but we live in the most Kosher part of the United 
States so it makes it hard to find fellow Fascists. Are you into 
Paramilitary shit at all?
 </p>

<p>
 Would you ever be interested in meeting up? I know you're 
brand new to the forum, but if you're serious about your 
ideology, I'm trying to extend a liaison for Ethnic Europeans and 
meet up with some guys. I'm in my last year of High School and 
I'm enlisted in the Marine Corps, so I've been looking to make 
some local connections before I ship out.
 </p>

<p>
 Ha once in a while I'm down for parties. Aren't most NY 
colleges just like blownout leftist cesspools though? What 
school do you go to? And whats your major?
 </p>

<p>
 That's a pretty good field. I'm thinking of doing maybe Sports 
medicine or programming with the GI Bill after I'm out.
 </p>
 
 <p>
 I have this small facebook groupchat with like 3 other guys 
from NY and PA who are also Fascists I met on here. I have a 
feeling you're not a Mossad agent, so would you like to join our 
chat? It was originally for Polaks only but I think we can make 
an exception for some Vlachs lol.
 </p>




